Greater Detroit Area Partnership for Training

TO: Authors Submitting Papers for Publication by the GDAPFT

FROM: The GDAPFT Project Director [or Publications Director]

SUBJECT: The GDAPFT Copyright Procedures

Thank you for submitting a paper for publication by the GDAPFT. While our targeted audience is focused on students enrolled in the Life Long Learning Lab, given our web-based medium, the GDAPFT's publications will be read throughout the world. Thus, we must manage requests for reprinting, republishing, redistributing, digitizing, posting to servers, translating, anthologizing, and other actions. It is the policy of the GDAPFT to own the copyrights on its technical publications to protect the interests of the GDAPFT, its Authors and their employers, and at the same time to facilitate the appropriate reuse of this material by others.

United States Copyright Law requires that the transfer of copyright for each contribution from the Author to the GDAPFT must be confirmed in writing. It is necessary that Authors sign the **Transfer of Copyright Agreement** form below and return it with the manuscript to the [designate the person or describe the title] Editor at the address on the Agreement.

If you prepared your paper as part of your job, the rights to your paper may initially rest with your employer. In that case, when you sign the GDAPFT Copyright Transfer Form, we assume that you are authorized to do so by your employer. If not, the Form should be signed by an authorized person.

For jointly authored papers, an original signature is required from one (assumed senior) Author only. However, we assume that all Authors have been advised and have consented to the terms of this Agreement, and this single Author acts as duly authorized agent of the others.

GDAPFT Authors have all the rights historically enjoyed by scientific/medical Authors, including the right to present orally the submitted (or similar) material in any form; the right to reuse in future works of the Author's own with notice and credit to the GDAPFT; the right to republish in works published by the Author's employer, or for the employer's internal business purposes with notice and credit to the GDAPFT; the right to reproduce and distribute for peer review in reasonable quantities, and they retain all proprietary rights other than copyright.

It is not part of the GDAPFT's policy to grant Authors or their organizations the sole right to approve permissions for republishing by third parties, thus, the GDAPFT seeks the approval of its Authors (for jointly authored papers the first-named—assumed senior—Author only) in weighing such requests. This is done as a matter of professional courtesy.
Transfer of Copyright Agreement

Title of Work: ____________________________________________________________

Author(s): ______________________________________________________________________

Name of GDAPFT Product/Paper: __________________________________________________

Publication Date/Semester: ______________________

TRANSFER OF COPYRIGHT AGREEMENT

The Author represents and warrants that the document or product described above (the Work) is original to the Author and that the Author has all right and title to the Work. By this Transfer of Copyright Agreement (Agreement), the Author agrees to transfer his/her Copyright to the Work, including without limitation, the right to publish the Work in whole or in part in any and all forms of media, whether in print or electronic form, now or hereafter known, to the GREATER DETROIT PARTNERSHIP FOR TRAINING (GDAPFT) effective as of the date of this Agreement.

However, each of the Authors retain the following rights:

1. All other proprietary rights except copyright (and the publication rights transferred to the GDAPFT), such as patent rights.
2. The right to reuse any portion of the Work, without fee, in future works of the Author's own provided that the GDAPFT citation and notice of GDAPFT copyright are included.
3. The right to post their own author-versions of preprints and revisions, including versions covered by the GDAPFT copyright but not versions downloaded from the GDAPFT Digital Library, in a personal collection on their own or their employer's server; such copies must be limited to noncommercial distributions and personal use by others and the GDAPFT copyright notice must be attached.
4. The right of an employer who originally owned copyright to distribute copies of works of its author-employees within its organization.

This Form must be signed by the Author or, in the case of a "work made for hire," by the employer and must be received by the GDAPFT before processing of the manuscript for publication can be completed. Authors should understand that consistent with the GDAPFT's policy of encouraging dissemination of information each published paper will appear with the following notice:

"Permission to make digital or hard copies of part or all of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than the GDAPFT must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee."

Signature_______________________

Print Name_______________________

Title, if not Author_______________________

Date________________________

RETURN THIS FORM TO:

Editor, [name of Work]
c/o [Project Coordinator]
[address]
Detroit, Michigan [zip]
Or fax to: ________________